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Every three years, Russell Reynolds
Associates surveys a global group of board
directors, asking them about their board,
their fellow directors, how they spend
their time, and what topics they focus on
the most. This year, over 1,100 directors
participated. Russell Reynolds Associates
uses the information they provide us in our
work assessing directors, recruiting and
evaluating board leaders, and as part of our
board effectiveness and advisory work.

The 2022 survey data was particularly rich, and Russell Reynolds
Associates will be publishing a series of reports throughout
this year looking at high performing director and board leader
behaviors, the attributes of high performing boards, sustainability,
DE&I, and other topics. This series will help directors around the
world understand the latest trends and insights in each of these
areas, and learn what they can do to enhance their own board
performance and effectiveness.
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While all directors can contribute to the board’s success, the board chair has a unique set of responsibilities, both in the
tone that they set, and their influence on how time and resources are deployed. The best board chairs are facilitators who
get the best out of the collective expertise of the board – yet many chairs fail to play that role successfully. Year over year,
we are constantly amazed at the sizable gap between observed chair behaviors on typical boards and those on Gold Medal
Boards (boards whose directors rate their board effectiveness as a 9 or 10 on a 1-10 scale, and report the company as
having outperformed relevant TSR benchmarks for two or more consecutive years), as shown below:

Gold Medal Boards

Other Boards
86%

Focuses the board's
attention on relevant matters

97%
72%

Actively seeks
different points of view

84%
67%

Fosters and facilitates
high-quality debates

84%
76%

Encourages indepdencence

83%
69%

Draws out the relevant expertise
of the independent directors
Gives directors
constructive feedback

82%
43%
58%

Source: Russell Reynolds Associates’ 2022 Global Board Culture and Director Behaviors Survey. Percentage of directors saying they “always” or “often”
observed their board chair demonstrating the specific behavior. N=678. 2022.
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On every single measure, Gold Medal Board directors report seeing their chair outperform the chairs of typical boards:
They are more likely to foster and facilitate high-quality debates (17 percentage points higher), give directors constructive
feedback (+15pp), draw out the relevant expertise of the independent directors (+13pp), actively seek out different points
of view (+12pp), focus the board’s attention on relevant matters (+11pp), and encourage independence (+7pp). What is data
reveals is that being a great board chair is hard work, requiring active, constructive leadership and working hard to get the
best ideas and input out of the board.
The ability of the board chair to give constructive feedback is enabled by the frequency in which boards go through formal
evaluation exercises (self-run or externally run). It is therefore no surprise that Gold Medal Board chairs are more likely
to give directors constructive feedback: they are more likely to run evaluation exercises, and to do so with increased
frequency than typical boards.

How often does your board conduct

How often does your board conduct

a board-run evaluation exercise?

an externally run evaluation exercise?

All

GMB

All

GMB

Every year or more often

55%

66%

9%

9%

Every 2 years

15%

11%

14%

15%

Every 3 years

6%

4%

22%

26%

Less often than every 3 years

7%

7%

15%

16%

Never

17%

12%

40%

35%

Source: Russell Reynolds Associates’ 2022 Global Board Culture and Director Behaviors Survey. Percentage of directors saying yes to the statements.
N=1,001. 2022.

And without a doubt, Gold Medal Boards benefit from this work:

Gold Medal Boards

Other Boards

Our board has participated in a self-evaluation
exercise that resulted in a meaningful improvement

57%

in board performance as it relates to

68%

director behavior, board composition, or activities

Our board proactively addresses

53%

any director performance issues

67%

Source: Russell Reynolds Associates’ 2022 Global Board Culture and Director Behaviors Survey. Percentage of directors saying yes to the statements.
N=975. 2022.

While this effort takes work and time, it ensures the board has the right skills, experience and focus to address critical
questions.
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From Insight to Action

To move boards from good to great and drive high performance, board leaders should consider multiple performancefocused activities including:
Hire with success in mind: The

Commit to performance: It is

Pick the right leaders: In an ideal

easiest way to build a high-performing

impossible for board leaders to

boardroom, every director could

boardroom is to start with high-

improve the quality of their board if

step into a board leadership role if

performing directors. When recruiting

they do not have the data necessary

asked. Recruiting the right directors

directors, board leaders should have

to measure and assess performance.

and giving them clear, data-driven

a clear view on the behaviors and

The best boards know this – that is why

feedback is one way to maintain

attributes that matter most – not

they are more likely to do assessment

this standard. So, too, is ensuring

simply the resume bullets they want

activities and give performance

that boards only select leaders who

to see – and ensure that they are

feedback to directors. Clear, concise,

personify these behaviors. If the board

recruiting directors who act the right

evidence-based performance data is

chair or committee chairs aren’t the

way, and who will ensure the board

the foundation for improving individual

clearest role models in the boardroom,

performs as it should.

director – and ultimately, the full

it is unlikely that the rest of the board

board’s – performance.

will behave as they should.

A great board is an intentional thing – the right people have been selected, they focus on the right topics, and they’re
brought together by the right leaders (who hired them). While not easy, it is achievable in time with the right focus and
effort.
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Methodology
Over 1,100 supervisory board-level directors from more than 41 countries participated in
the Russell Reynolds Associates’ 2022 Global Board Culture and Director Behaviors Survey,
with 55 percent of respondents based in Europe, 27 percent in the Americas, 12 percent in
Oceana, 3 percent in Asia, 2 percent in Africa, and 1 percent in the Middle East. Industries
represented included financial services (26 percent of respondents), industrial and
natural resources (22 percent), consumer (11 percent), technology (11 percent), healthcare
(10 percent), and professional and business services (6 percent). Forty-four percent of
respondents’ companies had annual revenue over $1 billion.
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About
Russell Reynolds
Associates

Russell Reynolds Associates is a global leadership advisory and search firm.
Our 470+ consultants in 47 offices work with public, private and nonprofit
organizations across all industries and regions. We help our clients build teams
of transformational leaders who can meet today’s challenges and anticipate
the digital, economic and political trends that are reshaping the global business
environment. From helping boards with their structure, culture and effectiveness
to identifying, assessing and defining the best leadership for organizations,
our teams bring their decades of expertise to help clients address their most
complex leadership issues. We exist to improve the way the world is led. 
www.russellreynolds.com
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